
hey y'all welcome back it is tutti from

enjoyable by j.r and last time i was

talking about the vibrating

roles tongue okay

so

i remember in the last video i had told

you that i would actually do a video and

actually open it up and actually show

you guys

how the vibrating

rose tongue works okay

so before we get into this video make

sure you leave a like

and make sure you subscribe to this

video make sure you hit the notification

bell on the side to get notified every

time we make the video okay

so with that being said we're just gonna

hop right into the video

ladies and gentlemen okay

boom this is a rose vibrating tongue

okay



it is blowing up everywhere on the

internet they have different sizes

different colors and stuff like that

this one is a smaller

version of the rose tongue okay

so

with that being said we're gonna go open

it up

you're gonna see what it comes with we

are gonna turn it on okay

so

here we go y'all

so i see it comes with a charger

of course you're gonna have to get the

wall adapter piece that you plug into

the wall

this charger is kind of different so be

sure you never lose this charger okay as

you see it has two little magnetic bars

right here

and

as you i mean could imagine it would be



two magnetic balls onto the rose

to

hook it together and charge it okay

so boom it comes with a nice charger

that you should never use lose okay

open it up y'all

and bam

and those are the two magnetic balls

that i was talking about

okay so it does look like a rose jar

it looked like a rose

um

a peach kind of cream looking rose

very interesting like i said before it

has the hole right here

but let's open it up and really get to

see how it looks

first i am going to use hand sanitizer

which i already briefly washed my hands

and you want to make sure you do this

anytime you're messing around with these

type of items



just to be clean and cleansy okay so

boom

rose

open it up

and it just falls like that

y'all okay

there's the tongue y'all

there's the tongue that everybody

has been going crazy for okay

so i know that this is a little more

rose and everybody's been going crazy

about they've been going crazy about the

big rose

but hey

if you're just now getting into this

you want to try something little at

first all right if you ain't used today

if you never had a rose before and you

kind of scared because it looked too big

and it looked overpowering

try try the little one first you might

like the little one



so

two magnetic walls and that is so raw

y'all that it just it's just magnetic

okay

just like that y'all

just like that and then you plug it in

to an adapter piece and you plug it into

the wall and you let it charge okay you

want to let it charge for a little bit

now let's see if the box has any

instructions

user manual

looks like it's in jack i mean japanese

whatever chinese whatever this is

um

yeah it really doesn't have too much

it's not really faint too much but you

could kind of go over that

if you want to

what we're going to do is we're going to

test it out y'all so

all right i didn't do nothing



maybe if i hold it okay yes the

indicator light comes on and they did

say that

oh

y'all

do you see it

okay that's one speed and i like it

looks so nice it kind of looks like a

candle y'all

so that's one speed

okay that's the second speed

third speed

fourth okay so four speeds are ready

oh five speeds i like that

the fast tongue

that's nice

oh

okay

yes this is the six speed okay

this kind of feels real different y'all

press it again

and then it's back so this literally has



six different speeds y'all this one is

just a chill mode

then it goes up

up

up up

yes y'all

so you get all of these molds and it's

so and to turn it off

you have to hold it

hold the button for at least about two

or three minutes two or three or no let

me stop

five seconds at least hold it down

and it will turn off so you wanna hold

it for five seconds turn it on

the indicator light turns on and then

you just want to go to work here's one

speed this speed is

oh yeah

yes you are

yes

okay



so this is a nice rose you guys and i

promised you all that i would come back

and show you

actually open it up out the box and show

you guys

how this works so now that you see how

it works

and you see that it has six different

speeds

and it's little look at this little tiny

rose with six different speeds and it's

really powerful you guys so do not sleep

on the littleness

it still does the same

job

it even has

the um

i'm going crazy on it even has the

charger

that is

magnetic okay and then you just plug it

up into the wall let it charge



the um how you know it's charging is

it'll have that yellow indicator light

turning on again

so it'll have the light on okay and when

you're done you want to carefully wash

it off don't get too much water on it

just wash it off a little bit you know

and stick it right back into here

as like so

and close it like so and this is how you

want to keep your rose you guys and even

if you want to keep it up for

decorations nobody's really going to

know that it's a vibrating tongue rose

okay

so if you liked it anything that i said

today in this video be sure to like

subscribe to this video share this video

so everybody could see um how the

rose work if you've never seen the rose

before and you just wanted to see how it

works how many speeds it is



be sure to give this video a like

comment down below if you have this rose

if you had another type of rose or

whatever comment down below feel free to

comment

if you're not from the us and you are

watching this video and you would like

to purchase this particular item

feel free to call

two five 216-254

zero two five six okay

so that way you guys could do all over

the phone purchase

of this vibrating tongue

rose okay

so i will be back up here with more

helpful videos and i will be back up

here demonstrating some of the cool

things that we have at enjoyable by jr

like i said once again

don't forget to click that notification

bell so that way you could be notified



every time we make a video


